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HELP! I Need To Pitch!
You’ve got a pitch coming up, with just a few minutes to tell your story.  

How do you get started with creating the message to get the action you need? 
Here are the 7 steps that have helped thousands build their winning pitch. 

Who’s your audience?  
What do they care about? 

Make a small profile of your audience, so you can guide your 
message to their interests. What are their biggest concerns 
and challenges? 

Are they money focused, or interested in environment, or in 
social issues? Conservative or innovative? Want to know about 
process, or only the outcomes? Theoretical or Doers? 

What action do you want 
them to take? 

What’s the objective of the pitch? Sure, you want them to 
think differently - but what do you want them to do? 

Think about what they could do at 09:30, on a Monday morning. 
Visit your website? Arrange a follow up meeting? Sign a cheque? 
Give you advice? Being clear on your objective helps you steer 
the pitch towards a real outcome. 

Don’t open PowerPoint! 
Brainstorm with Post-Its.

Instead of jumping straight into slide software, organise all your 
thoughts first. Post-its are a great way to get your ideas out of  
your head, and to build a storyline that you feel comfortable and 
confident with. This will save you a lot of time when making slides. 

Use The Pitch Canvas© to help you with brainstorming.  
Available free at Best3minutes.com/the-pitch-canvas

Make the first word count, 
with a strong opening.

A lot of pitches take a long time to get into the story, starting 
with things like “Thanks for the opportunity, delighted to be 
here, nice to see some familiar faces...” etc.

Make the first word and sentence count with a bold statement 
about the problem, a question, one big fact about the problem 
you’re solving. Time is limited - use every second. 

Use the Power of Three to  
keep your story focused. 

The temptation to tell everything is huge! It’s better to keep 
yourself focused on the essentials, so that they can follow the 
story, and remember the key points. 

There is a power in reducing content and being very clear 
about a few important aspects of your business. 

Have a strong close, with a 
clear Call To Action

The last 30 seconds are the first thing they will remember. 
What do you want to be front of the audience’s mind when 
you’ve completed the pitch? 

Make sure your objective - the action you want the audience 
to take - is clearly started so they know what to do next!
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Think it through, write it down, 
say it out loud, get feedback

Once you have the story clear, test it out by saying it out loud. Make 
sure it sounds like natural, spoken language.

Then get feedback, by asking these three questions; What stood out 
most about the pitch? What did they not understand? And do they 
have friendly advice for improvement?  



Online Pitch Masterclass
You want to learn to pitch, but can’t afford the time or money for 1:1 coaching. 

Now you can access the tools that have helped hundreds of  
Startups and Professionals to pitch for investment, resources and business.
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David has spent years learning what helps Startups and Professionals 
make better pitches. He has delivered his pitch workshop over 500 
times, and now brings these tried and tested tools into a practical, 
actionable online Masterclass. 

Your pitch coach David Beckett

Author of the book Pitch To Win
Trained 1000s of professionals in  
companies like Google, Booking.com, 
Unilever, ING and PwC, in 27 countries

TEDx Speech Coach
Creator of The Pitch Canvas©
Coached over 800 Startups
Helped them raise over 200 Million 
Euros in investment

“I’ve seen David transform ordinary presenters into fantastic pitchers. Follow the steps in this course and you’ll 

have a great shot at pitching successfully for the resources you need to make your innovation ideas a success.” 

Patrick De Zeeuw, Co-Founder, Startupbootcamp Global Accelerator and Innoleaps Corporate Accelerator

Find out more at bit.ly/2SL2X7J


